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Executive Summary
The semiconductor shortage affects multiple industries, from automotive to consumer prod-
ucts. The impact is considerable: low supplies have reduced outputs and the availability of 
products for purchase. Automotive manufacturers have announced shutdowns and associated 
reductions to their revenue forecasts, which analysts expect to exceed $110 billion USD across 
the industry. Smartphone manufacturers have made similar announcements, while other indus-
tries have declined to comment publicly. In all cases, the impact of the semiconductor shortage 
is tangible and damaging.  

A common strategy employed by manufacturers to mitigate such a shortage is to source semi-
conductors from alternative suppliers. Large manufacturers may also leverage buying power 
with an existing supplier to receive priority treatment; however, this creates downstream in-
ventory pressure on small- and medium-sized manufacturers, forcing them to seek alternative 
suppliers. Supplier diversification is recommended as industry best practice and by analysts as 
an effective shortage mitigation strategy, but it is both a capital- and time-intensive approach.

The Core Problem

Maintaining product integrity while sourcing from alternate suppliers is a complex and time- 
consuming enterprise. It involves a litany of activities, including establishing the business 
relationship, confirming that supplier operations adhere to corporate values, and validating 
that the integrity of newly sourced semiconductors meets expectations during both production 
and delivery to the manufacturer.

The semiconductor industry is on the brink of transformation. Rapid rises in demand and 
multilateral geopolitical pressures have significantly diminished the availability of essential 
semiconductors. Hundreds of manufacturing facilities have been shut down, thousands 
of jobs have been lost, and billions of dollars in economic value have vanished. Although 
nations are introducing efforts to combat the shortage, it is expected to continue into 
2023 and lingering effects are anticipated for the better part of the next decade.  



Industry practices to validate integrity include time- and capital-intensive actions such as visu-
al inspections, X-ray imaging, and potentially destructive activities such as decapping, each of 
which further compounds the impact that the alternative supplier is intended to mitigate. Expe-
diting the steps in the qualification process for an alternative supplier may reduce its timeline 
but increases the risk of not detecting recycled or counterfeit semiconductors and diminished 
quality over time.

An Ideal Solution

The solution to this problem is apparent: manufacturers that rely on semiconductors need a 
novel, trustworthy, less resource-intensive approach to validate the integrity of semiconductors 
from alternative suppliers. The solution must be external to the respective user’s infrastructure, 
given the time, capital, and training requirements to procure and use on-site testing equipment. 
Any changes to the integrity of a semiconductor create risk for the procuring party. The solu-
tion for validating semiconductor integrity must go beyond traditional qualitative counterfeit 
detection and take a holistic, quantitative approach to integrity verification, identifying any 
change in the semiconductor’s integrity.  

Anvil RTS
Palitronica’s Anvil Remote Testing Service (RTS) is a rapid, thorough, and cost-effective addi-
tion to supplier diversification efforts. Anvil RTS is a remote service that determines whether 
semiconductors sourced from an alternative supplier match the integrity and authenticity of 
semiconductors sourced from a preferred supplier. This quantified intelligence enables rapid 
and informed decision-making about the risks of sourcing semiconductors from alternative 
suppliers.

How It Works

Customers send Palitronica a sample set of the specific semiconductor to compare against 
alternatively sourced semiconductors. Anvil RTS creates a baseline for the known, suitable 
semiconductors with a specific part number. The customer then sends semiconductor samples 
of the same part number sourced from alternative suppliers to Palitronica for testing. Anvil RTS 
verifies the semiconductor samples, quantitatively comparing the integrity of the alternatively 
sourced semiconductor samples against the known, good baseline. Following verification, 
Palitronica provides the customer with a comprehensive Verification Report outlining the quan-
tified risk level of each semiconductor sample and corresponding supplier.  
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The Core Technology

The core technology powering Anvil RTS is Palitronica’s proprietary Anvil SV-1 system. Anvil 
SV-1 is a hardware testing station that measures and fuses side-channel information from 
known, good semiconductors into a unique baseline profile for that specific semiconductor 
part number. Anvil SV-1 then uses this baseline to determine, within seconds, the integrity of 
subsequently tested semiconductors of the same part number. Anvil SV-1 develops a complex 
baseline profile with a low number of samples of known, good semiconductors.  

Comprehensive Detection
Anvil RTS is designed to detect the presence of several threats that customers are exposed 
to when sourcing from alternative suppliers. Anvil RTS measures side-channel activity, and 
any changes to the integrity of a semiconductor result in changes to the side-channel profile. 
During verification, Anvil RTS can detect threats such as: 

Recycled Semiconductors

Recycled semiconductors are end-of-life or e-waste, which have been refurbished and sold by 
suppliers, either unknowingly or deliberately. Recycled semiconductors create warranty risks 
to manufacturers, as well as operational and safety risks to their end users. Anvil RTS detects 
minute variations between semiconductors, including ID resets.  

Counterfeit Semiconductors

Counterfeit semiconductors are intentionally manufactured or recycled and marked with dif-
ferent part numbers, date codes or uprated characteristics. Counterfeit semiconductors create 
risks similar to those produced by recycled semiconductors; additionally, physical marking in-
formation is not accurate in counterfeit semiconductors. Anvil RTS detects deviations in physi-
cal structure, ignoring the counterfeit physical marking information to verify the semiconductor. 

Package-level Implants

Package-level implants are sophisticated devices that provide malicious actors a bespoke and 
difficult-to-detect way to monitor, extract, or corrupt critical information between a target and 
other semiconductors on a circuit board. Wire bonded and wafer-level chip scale package 
(WLCSP) implants that use through-silicon-via (TSV) technology reside between the target sili-
con and the package substrate. Such implants are difficult to detect using visual inspection or 
behavior analysis, as the implant does not alter either. Anvil RTS detects deviations in physical 
structure without relying on the behavior or internal state of the target semiconductor, enabling 
detection of package-level implants.  
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Silicon-level Trojans

Silicon-based hardware Trojans and other modifications are highly sophisticated supply chain 
attacks that are virtually impossible to detect using existing techniques. Anvil RTS, however, 
can detect silicon-based modifications at the dopant level, where transistors have been added 
to or removed from the silicon die, including Trojans that are activated by a time delay or 
thermal activity. 

Anvil RTS Features
Anvil RTS offers several differentiating features that separate it from other semiconductor 
testing and validation services.

Non-Destructive

Anvil RTS uses a verification technique that is non-destructive to the semiconductor undergo-
ing verification. The non-destructive nature of the verification allows a target semiconductor 
to sustain re-verification an infinite number of times without effect. Anvil RTS also avoids ra-
dioactive and hazardous verification methods such as X-ray and gamma radiation, ensuring no 
damage to semiconductors that are sensitive to radiation. 

Blackbox Compliant

Anvil RTS operates without requiring special, proprietary, or potentially classified information 
about the semiconductor undergoing verification. Similarly, information regarding the function-
ality, purpose of electrical connections, and operating voltages is not required – these critical 
and confidential pieces of information remain with the supplier.  

Unpowered Protocol

The semiconductor samples remain powered off during Anvil RTS verification. This enables 
a high-quality connection between Anvil RTS and the semiconductor without introducing the 
additional complexity of power or thermal activation to the testing harness – a shortcoming of 
power- and thermal-specific side-channel-based solutions.  
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View Our Anvil RTS Case Study



Anvil RTS Case Study: FT232RL  
Through a technical study conducted at the University of Waterloo, two of Palitronica’s found-
ers, Profs. Sebastian Fischmeister and Carlos Moreno, demonstrated in cooperation with inde-
pendent researchers the effectiveness and capabilities of Anvil SV-1, the system that underpins 
Anvil RTS. 

The lab selected the FT232RL USB-to-TTY Serial UART semiconductor from Future Devices 
International (FTDI) as the test subject, because it is a well-documented example of a widely 
counterfeited semiconductor sold through multiple vendors, representing a clear and present 
risk. FTDI provides tools to verify the authenticity of each FT232RL device, which allowed the 
team to establish a baseline for the semiconductor. Aside from FTDI’s efforts to halt counter-
feiting of its FT232RL device, extensive investigative work has occurred in online communities 
focused on analyzing counterfeit semiconductors, leading to publicly available die pictures of 
the FT232RL in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

Authentic and Counterfeit 
FT233RL Silicon Dies

Objectives

The objectives of this technical study were to answer two critical questions related to the 
accuracy and capabilities of Anvil SV-1 when verifying semiconductors.  

1. Provided a group of known, verified authentic FT232RL devices, can Anvil SV-1 correctly 
label previously unseen authentic and non-authentic FT232RL devices?

2. Provided a group of authentic FT232RL devices, can Anvil SV-1 correctly differentiate be-
tween different manufacturing runs, such as the lot code version?  



Test Pool

The quantitative study involved 220 samples purchased from multiple vendors: 80 from FTDI 
authorized distributors, and 140 from auction-based websites. The following table shows the 
purchased quantity per vendor (anonymized). Manufacturing lot code, date code, revision 
code, and other identifying data was captured for each FT232RL device before verification.  
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Ground truth for the study was established by identifying a training set of four authenticate 
FT232RL devices using a combination of industry-published procedures and independent 
verification through extensive, timely and costly X-ray analysis.  To follow best practices the 
training set was never re-introduced into the larger set of devices, but they were included in 
reporting for the sake of completeness.

Results

This technical study further proved Anvil SV-1’s accuracy and capabilities in verifying the integ-
rity and authenticating the origin of semiconductors. 

Anvil SV-1 verified the authenticity and integrity of FT232RL devices with 100% accuracy from 
a baseline established using only four positively authenticated samples. Figure 2 (following 
page) shows that Anvil SV-1 detected 120 samples as counterfeit (“Predicted labels”) which 
was subsequently validated using similar techniques as were used to identify the training set 
(“True labels”). 

Figure 3 (following page) shows similarity scores generated by Anvil SV-1 for the FT232RL 
devices. The scoring system used a distance metric between a sample device and the training 
set, and the results suggests that there were at least two types of counterfeits available on the 
market at the time of sourcing. 
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The quantitative study involved 220 samples purchased from multiple vendors: 80 from FTDI 
authorized distributors, and 140 from auction-based websites. The following table shows the 
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Figure 2

Confusion Matrix of the 
Authenticity Results

Figure 3

Similarity Score Colored 
by Authenticity

Anvil SV-1 detected non-functional devices. Figure 4 (following page) shows a clear separation 
between clusters of counterfeit and authentic devices and provides evidence of three types of 
counterfeits in the sample set.  Additionally, it shows outliers that were non-functional but had 
no discernible signs of defects or abnormalities under subsequent X-ray analysis. Anvil SV-1 
clustered authentic devices by lot code numbers with 98.71% accuracy.  Figure 5 (following 
page) shows the results of assessing 22 authentic chips 100 times each.  Counterfeit micro-
chips were excluded from this testing because their lot code information is meaningless and 
cannot be trusted.  
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Figure 5

Sum of Confusion Matrices 
of Lot Code Classification 

Figure 4

Clustering by  
Vendor

Conclusion
The current semiconductor shortage rapidly and drastically alters the risk landscape for sourc-
ing. Anvil RTS delivers the capabilities that manufacturers urgently need to verify the integrity 
of semiconductors provided by alternative suppliers. To learn more about how your organiza-
tion can benefit from Anvil RTS to reduce semiconductor sourcing risks, please contact sales@
palitronica.com. 
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